Swim encounters with wild whales and dolphins:
a mutual pleasure?
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In addition to observations of free-ranging cetaceans
from land, air or boat, for many humans it has
become a life-dream to encounter a whale or dolphin
directly in its natural habitat and during swim
encounters. In contrast to in-water interactions with
(semi-) captive cetaceans in restrained and mostly
artificial enclosures, a swim encounter with wild
whales and dolphins within their open water habitat
is a much more thrilling experience. And basically a
much more ecological and ethical context to
approach an animal.
Swim encounters of humans with living cetaceans
have quantitatively increased worldwide, mainly in
the context of commercial whale watching activities.
Reviewing the scientific literature, more than twenty
cetacean species have been reported to be
encountered so far, ranging from freshwater Amazon
river dolphins to oceanic dwarf minke whales.
Recent scientific work has shown that these
activities can also have negative impacts on the
animals as well as on their human counterparts.
Though there is a vast popular belief that cetaceans
are friendly and peaceful animals, in the past freeranging cetaceans were reported to aggressively

interact with human swimmers and even injure or
kill them.
The systematic record of interactive and selfinitiated behaviors of cetaceans directed towards
human swimmers, divers and waders is still in its
infancy. One might argue that in the course of the
steady growth of this specific whale watching
branch, human-cetacean swim programs must be
under permanent scientific evaluation. And indeed,
potential negative impacts have been quite well
examined such as e.g. the increase of avoidance
behaviors due to different boat approaches and
swimmer placement strategies. However, most
studies were conducted by using surface-based
observation platforms and just a few studies
observed encounters from the underwater
perspective. In most regions where boat-based whale
watching excursions are regularly conducted, local
governmental organisations have implemented a
precautionary principle and prohibited or
quantitatively restricted commercial swim
encounters. But the public pressure is steadily
increasing and operators are seeking for (further)
licenses to offer swim excursions.
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swim encounters. E.g. short-finned pilot whales off
Tenerife, Canary Islands, were shown to self-initiate
13 affiliative behaviors and an aggressive/
threatening one during 35 swim encounters lasting
up to 44 minutes whereas a single encounter with the
same species in waters off Hawaii was dominated by
life-threatening and aggressive behaviors initiated by
a single male.
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What kind of behaviors are addressed towards
human swimmers when they enter the water? And
what is their motivational nature? To shed some light
on these questions, I recently reviewed more than 25
scientific research reports, books and technical
reports reporting such behaviors from encounters
with unhabituated, habituated, food-provisioned and
lone and sociable whales and dolphins. Unhabituated
cetaceans are animals which have infrequent contact
with humans as well as having long-term exposures
to swimmers but still show disturbance reactions in
response to them. Habituated whales and dolphins
are individuals which have had sustained
interactions with human swimmers on a regular
basis without pursuit by humans or any form of
food-provisioning and show no signs of disturbance
in response to human actions. Food-provosioned
dolphins are habituated to in-water interactions
through regular provisioning of food by humans and
lone and sociable dolphins have a mostly solitary
lifestyle, are habituated to humans and human
activity and establish social bounds with certain
human individuals sometimes for many years.
Though many of those studies being reviewed had a
different research focus and the description of
interactive behaviors were rather a by-product, I
found 53 different behaviors which were addressed
towards human swimmers, divers and waders by
altogether ten toothed and one baleen whale species.
However, because systematic data was quite rare and
applied scientific methodology inconsistent across
studies, the scientific interpretation of behavioral
occurrences has to be dealt with caution. It might be
that reports did not describe the whole behavioral
repertoire for a specific species and location and
certain behaviors occurred but were not reported.
Consequently, my review shows a somewhat
minimum variety of behaviors which can occur
during human-cetacean in-water encounters. Despite
these methodical restrictions, many publications
reported interesting insights into human-cetacean

To get more insights into the motivational nature of
behaviors, I assumed that whales and dolphins
respond to humans as if they were a whale or
dolphin. Thus, I further assume that cetaceans
address behaviors towards humans similar to those
they use during (social) interactions with
conspecifics. I categorized behaviors as affiliative
(when there were no signs of threat or aggression
and when behaviors were apparently positive in
nature and mutually beneficial), aggressive/
threatening (when they were negative in nature and
put swimmers at health risk) and sexual (when they
were sexual in nature and put humans at health risk
as well). Following this cetageorization, I found 33
behaviors to be affiliative, 18 aggressive/ threatening
and 2 sexual in nature. During the affiliative
behavior 'Close approach', a whale or dolphin
closely (approximately > 0.5m-5m) and frontally
approaches a human swimmer. During this
approach, the ventral or the dorsal body part can be
orientated towards the water surface. It might further
happen that an odontocete species (baleen whales do
not use echolocation clicks) is sending click
vocalizations apparently directed towards the
swimmer during such an approach though it might
also occur without clicks. The head is orientated
towards the swimmer. This behavior is alternatively
described as scouting. A 'Close approach' might be
followed by the behavior 'Encircling'. During this an
individual swims around a swimmer in circles once
or several times in a defined and small radius. Such
a sequence of behaviors is relatively common and
-from the swimmer's perspective- quite rewarding
because the encounter is comprised of a high density
of close range and affiliative behaviors. So when
you are approached by a whale or dolphin like this,
your dream came already true!
During my review I found that descriptions of
affiliative behaviors were most common.
Nevertheless, a swimmer can also make quite
negative experiences. E.g. during the behavior
'Ducking', an individual ducks a human swimmer
underwater using its whole body in a forceful way. It
still remains unexplored why a whale or dolphin
sometimes changes its behavior that dramatically
that a human swimmer is faced with a lifethreatening situation.

Sexual behaviors were only described for lone and
sociable dolphins. Aggressive/ threatening behaviors
were reported mainly for food-provisioned and lone
and sociable dolphins. What could be an
explanation? Food-provisioned dolphins might rely
on regular food supplies. They did not avoid human
contact but responded aggressive/ threatening to
inappropriate human behaviors (such as touch of
eyes or blowhole, tease with objects or fish,
splashing). Lone and sociable dolphins seemingly
compensate their demand to have social contacts by
interacting with humans instead of conspecifics.
Human contact seems to represent a social network
for them. In this context, it is likely that solitary
dolphins produce generally more and varying
behaviors during encounters with human swimmers.
Several (also unhabituated) species were reported to
tolerate touching by humans and sometimes
responded with aggressive/ threatening behaviors. It
still remains unexplained why this is sometimes the
case. From a preliminary view, the appetency of
humans swimmers to initiate physical contact should
be regarded as a critical behavior and it seems
probable that it elicits aggressive/ threatening
responses during the course of a single encounter or
in the long-term.
The majority of human swimmers are not familiar
with the behavior of those animals they are seeking
to encounter. They are in danger to misinterpret
behaviors such as that they might not recognize
threats which could end up in violent and injuring
behaviors. Each swimmer must have a clear picture
of what might happen during an encounter and
before entering the water. Due to the openness of the
water habitat, the animals can permantly avoid close
range interactions. Free-ranging whales and dolphins
always controll the length of the encounter as well as
the quality and density of interactive behaviors. And
these both parameters were shown to be the most
central aspects for human swimmer satisfaction.
Consequently, swimmers should keep in mind that
the behavior of wild and free-ranging whales and
dolphins is uncontrollable and interactions cannot be
enforced. And though most reported behaviors were
affiliative in nature, aggressive/ threatening and
sexual behaviors do occur. Swimmers themselves
might be responsable for eliciting undesirable
behavioral reactions and should avoid any physical
contact with their counterparts as a precautionary
principle.
So, is a human-cetacean-swim a mutual pleasure? I
would suggest that is sometimes the case, and
sometimes definitely not. Future research will show
whether distinct species at distinct locations selfinitiate species- and site-specific behaviors in

response to human swimmers and whether these
change during the years. Though encounters with
wild animals basically seem to be more ethical and
ecological, the establishment of permanent swim
encounters e.g. in pristine areas with unhabituated
species might induce negative and even long-term
impacts.

